Thankful Turkey
Supplies Needed

For each child you will need the following:
4-6 Sheets of Cardstock (8.5” x 11”)
http://amzn.com/B006P1EQIA
Crayons, Scissors, Glue
Googly Eyes (optional)

Directions


Print all pages one-sided on cardstock. You will need two copies
of pages 2 and 3.



Have children trace the words with a black marker.



If desired, have the children write their names on the back of
the turkey. Have the children color the turkey body, head, beak
and feet and glue them together.



Have the children write something they are thankful for on a
feather with a black marker. You can use as many feathers as you
wish. Then color the feathers, cut them out and glue them to
the turkey.



This activity can be done in one day or you can make the turkey
body on November 1st and have the children add a feather every
day until Thanksgiving.
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Print two copies of this
page. Use a black
marker to write what
you’re thankful for.
Color the feathers
different colors (red,
yellow and orange look
great). Glue the
feathers under the top
half of the turkey body.
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Print two copies of this
page. Use a black
marker to write what
you’re thankful for.
Color the feathers
different colors (red,
yellow and orange look
great). Glue the
feathers under the top
half of the turkey body.

Trace the words with a
black marker. Color the
turkey body brown and
cut it out on the thick
black line.
Glue Turkey Head Here

Thank You
God For...

Cut out the beak, fold it
in half, color it orange
inside and out and glue
it to the turkey head.
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Color the head brown
and glue it to the upper
half of the turkey body.
If desired, glue googly
eyes over the black
dots.
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Color the feet
orange, cut them out
and glue them under
the bottom of the
turkey body.

